Spinal myeloma and metastatic cancer cause similar symptoms and show similar imaging presentations, thus making them difficult to differentiate. In this study, dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) was performed to differentiate between 9 myelomas and 22 metastatic cancers that present as focal lesions in the spine. The characteristic DCE parameters, including the peak signal enhancement percentage (SE%), the steepest wash-in SE% during the ascending phase and the wash-out SE%, were calculated by normalizing to the precontrast signal intensity. The two-compartmental pharmacokinetic model was used to obtain K trans and k ep . All nine myelomas showed the wash-out DCE pattern. Of the 22 metastatic cancers, 12 showed wash-out, 7 showed plateau, and 3 showed persistent enhancing patterns. The fraction of cases that showed the wash-out pattern was significantly higher in the myeloma group than the metastatic cancer group (9/9 = 100% vs. 12/22 = 55%, P = .03). Compared to the metastatic cancer group, the myeloma group had a higher peak SE% (226% ± 72% vs. 165% ± 60%, P = .044), a higher steepest wash-in SE% (169% ± 51% vs. 111% ± 41%, P = .01), a higher K trans (0.114 ± 0.036 vs. 0.077 ± 0.028 1/min, P = .016) and a higher k ep (0.88 ± 0.26 vs. 0.49 ± 0.23 1/min, P = .002). The receiver operating characteristic analysis to differentiate between these two groups showed that the area under the curve was 0.798 for K trans , 0.864 for k ep and 0.919 for combined K trans and k ep . These results show that DCE-MRI may provide additional information for making differential diagnosis to aid in choosing the optimal subsequent procedures or treatments for spinal lesions.
Introduction
Myeloma and metastatic cancer are commonly seen malignant cancers in the spine. They both affect the bone marrow, present as single or multiple lesions, and show similar manifestations in imaging [1] . Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most useful imaging modality for diagnosing lesions in the spine. It was found that the signal intensity of lesions (pre-or post-Gd), peritumor edema, and vessels and nerves surrounding tumors shown on conventional MRI is not specific to differentiate between benign and malignant spinal lesions or among different types of malignant lesions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) acquires a time series of multiple images after injection of a contrast agent. These images can reveal changes in the contrast features of lesions at different times, providing additional information for diagnosis [8] . In the spine, DCE-MRI has been applied to characterize the normal bone marrow and hematological malignancy of different origins and grades/stages [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , but so far, there is no report of differentiating between myeloma and metastatic cancer.
Correct diagnosis of spinal lesions based on imaging would help in guiding biopsy and subsequent treatment planning. Especially for patients who do not have a known primary cancer, a correct diagnosis would provide very important information for choosing the most appropriate workup procedures. DCE-MRI is the standard imaging method for the diagnosis of breast and prostate lesions [21, 22] . Inspired by the success of DCE-MRI for the diagnosis of breast and prostate cancer, in this work, we evaluate its ability to differentiate between myeloma and metastatic cancer.
Tumors need angiogenesis to sustain rapid growth. In general, there is a higher expression of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) that stimulates the formation of new vessels. These new vessels are immature and leakier (i.e., they have wider endothelial junctions). These features allow contrast agents to quickly leak from the vascular space into the interstitial space and diffuse back into the vascular space for clearance [23] . DCE-MRI can be used to measure the transport kinetics of contrast agents in the tissue, allowing for the analysis of parameters associated with vascular perfusion, volume and permeability [24] [25] [26] . Several characteristic DCE parameters can be directly measured from the time course, including the peak enhancement, the increase of enhancement during the wash-in phase and the decrease of enhancement during the washout phase. Also, the two-compartmental pharmacokinetic model can be applied to extract the transfer constant K trans and the rate constant k ep [24, 25] .
In this study, we measured the enhancement time course of myelomas and metastatic cancers and compared the DCE kinetics between these two groups. In addition to evaluating the pattern of DCE curves, the heuristic analysis method and pharmacokinetic model fitting were applied to measure the peak enhancement and the steepest wash-in and wash-out enhancements, as well as K trans and k ep . Use of these parameters to differentiate between myeloma and metastatic cancer groups was assessed using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis to investigate the ability of DCE-MRI to differentiate between these two main malignant entities in the spine.
Materials and methods

Patients
This was a retrospective study. The MRI examinations of patients who had focal lesions in the spine that were confirmed as myeloma or metastatic cancers were identified for analysis. A total of 9 myeloma cases and 22 metastatic cancer cases performed between June 2008 and June 2011 that included a DCE sequence were found. All patients were suspected to have lesions compressing the spinal cord that caused symptoms and were referred to receive an MRI examination for diagnosis. Of the nine myeloma patients, eight patients had multiple myeloma and one patient had a single lesion. Their mean age was 58 years old. Of the 22 patients with metastatic cancer, 17 patients had multiple lesions and 5 patients had a single lesion. Their mean age was 55 years old. The primary cancers were lung cancer (seven cases), thyroid cancer (five cases), liver cancer (four cases), breast cancer (three cases), kidney cancer (two cases), and prostate cancer (one case). This study was approved by the Medicinal Ethics Committee of the Peking University Third Hospital.
MRI protocol
MR scans were performed on a 3-T Trio scanner (Siemens, Germany). The imaging protocol included transversal T2-weighted imaging (T2WI), sagittal T2WI with and without fat suppression, and sagittal T1-weighted imaging (T1WI). After the abnormal region was identified using the T1WI and T2WI acquisitions, DCE-MRI was performed using the three-dimensional volume interpolated breathhold examination (3D VIBE) sequence in the transversal plane to further examine that region. The scan parameters were set to repetition time = 4.1 ms, echo time = 1.5 ms, flip angle = 10°, acquisition matrix = 256 × 192 and field of view = 250 × 250 mm. Approximately 30 slices with 3-mm thickness were prescribed to cover the abnormal vertebrae. The temporal resolution varied slightly from 10 to 14 s. The difference in imaging time was due to the different number of slices that were needed to cover the abnormal segment of the spine for different patients. The contrast agent, 0.2 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA, was injected after one set of precontrast images was acquired using an Ulrich power injector at a rate of 2 ml/s followed by a 20-cc saline flush at the same rate. A total of 12 frames were acquired, so the total DCE-MRI acquisition time ranged from 120 to 160 s.
Image analysis to measure DCE kinetics
Images were reviewed by two radiologists (N.L. and H.Y.) with 7 and 19 years of experience in the diagnosis of spine disease using MRI. The area containing the highest enhancement within one imaging slice was selected as the region of interest (ROI) by manual drawing. Because the ROI-based analysis is the most commonly used method in a clinical setting, we chose this method so that the results obtained in this study can be easily applied in future clinical readings. The ROI size ranged from 0.5 to 1 cm 2 , with caution taken to exclude cysts, calcification, necrosis and hemorrhage. The signal intensity time course from the defined ROI was measured using the Siemens syngo Mean Curve software. The enhancement time course was classified into three types: (a) the wash-out patternthe signal intensity increased over 30% during the first 30 s of the ascending phase, reached a peak, then decreased (wash-out) with a greater than 10% drop from the peak; (b) the plateau patternthe signal intensity increased over 30% during the first 30 s of the ascending phase, then reached a plateau phase; and (c) the persistent enhancement patternthe signal intensity increased over 10% but less than 30% during the first 30 s of the ascending phase, then continued to enhance during the remaining DCE period. When the signal intensity increased no more than 10% during the first 30 s of the ascending phase, the lesion was not well enhanced, and the DCE pattern cannot be characterized.
Analysis of characteristic DCE parameters
Based on the averaged signal intensity over the selected ROI, each case has only one signal intensity time course for analysis. Several characteristic parameters can be extracted based on this enhancement time course. The MR images were acquired using a spine surface coil, where the signal intensity may vary substantially depending on the location of the abnormal segment. Therefore, the measured signal enhancement needs to be normalized to the precontrast signal intensity to convert to percent enhancement. The maximum signal intensity (SI) across all measured time points was used to calculate the peak enhancement using Eq. (1):
SI peak is the peak signal intensity across all time points, and SI initial is the precontrast signal intensity before contrast agent injection. Next, the steepest wash-in segment during the ascending phase was determined by identifying the two adjacent time points (SI 2 and SI 1 ) that show the largest increase in signal intensity. This change in signal intensity along with the baseline SI was used to calculate the steepest wash-in SE% using Eq. (2):
For those curves that show the wash-out pattern, the wash-out % was calculated as the decrease in signal intensity between the peak and the end time points divided by the precontrast SI, as shown in Eq. (3):
For those curves that did not show the wash-out pattern, this washout SE% could not be calculated.
Analysis of quantitative parameters using pharmacokinetic modeling
We also applied two-compartment pharmacokinetic modeling to analyze the quantitative parameters, including the transfer constant K trans (related to wash-in) and the rate contrast k ep (related to washout), using the unified Tofts model [24, 25] . The two compartments are the vascular space and the interstitial space. The in-flux transfer constant K trans measures leakage of the contrast agent from the vascular into the interstitial space, and the out-flux rate constant k ep measures diffusion of the contrast agent from the interstitial space back into the vascular space. Using this model, the change of concentration in the extravascular-extracellular space (Ce) is expressed in Eq. (4):
Another parameter in the model is the distribution volume ve in the extravascular-extracellular space (within the interstitial space), which can be calculated as K trans /k ep . The vascular kinetics Cb is required for the pharmacokinetic fitting and is modeled as a biexponential decay function as expressed in Eq. (5):
The fast decay component is related to the quick distribution of the injected contrast agents to the whole body, and the slow delay component is related to the diffusion of contrast agents from the whole body back to the blood to be cleared by the kidneys. For data fitting to obtain K trans and k ep , we used the same blood kinetic parameters used in the commercial software syngo Tissue 4D (Siemens), which are based on the blood curves reported by Parker et al. [27] . These parameters are as follows: D = 0.2 mmol/kg, a1 = 92.0 kg/L, a2 = 6.4 kg/L, m1 = 5.3 1/min, and m2 = 0.016 1/min. Since it is impractical to measure the T1 value of each individual lesion in a clinical protocol, the precontrast T1 relaxation time to be used in the pharmacokinetic analysis is assumed to be 1.5 s for all lesions. Since myeloma and metastatic cancers could not be differentiated on precontrast T1-weighted images, it is reasonable to assume an identical T1 value for all lesions. In order to take into account the slightly different contrast agent injection times, an offset to adjust the time t = 0 in the DCE time course was included in the fitting. The fitting quality was visually inspected, and the R 2 value was calculated for quantitative evaluation.
Statistical analysis
The DCE pattern for each case was categorized as wash-out, plateau or persistent enhancement. The fraction of different patterns in the myeloma and metastatic cancer groups was compared using the Fisher's Exact Test. The characteristic DCE parameters (peak SE%, steepest wash-in SE%, wash-out SE%) and the pharmacokinetic parameters (K trans and k ep ) between the myeloma and metastatic cancer groups were compared using the The DCE kinetics show rapid wash-in with a peak at 35 s, followed by wash-out. The peak SE% = 300%, steepest wash-in SE% = 188% and wash-out SE% = 62%. From pharmacokinetic analysis, the fitted K trans = 0.14/min and k ep = 0.98/min. two-tailed Student's t test. All analysis was performed using the SPSS 11.5 software, with P b .05 being regarded as significant. In addition, the ROC analysis was performed to evaluate the diagnostic ability of each analyzed parameter along with combined parameters (based on logistic regression) to differentiate between the myeloma and metastatic cancer groups using version 11.4 of MedCalc (Mariakerke, Belgium).
Results
DCE kinetic patterns
All nine myelomas (9/9 = 100%) showed the wash-out pattern in their DCE kinetics. Of the 22 metastatic cancer cases, 12 cases (12/22 = 54%) showed the wash-out pattern, 7 cases (7/22 = 32%) showed the plateau pattern, and 3 cases (3/22 = 14%) showed the persistent enhancing pattern. The difference in the fraction showing the wash-out pattern between the two types of cancers was significant, with P = .03. For the 9 myelomas and the 12 metastatic cancers that show wash-out, the mean ± standard deviation wash-out SE% (between the maximum and the last time points) was 59% ± 29% for the 9 myelomas and 36% ± 19% for the 12 metastatic cancers. Figs. 1 and 2 show two examples of myeloma cases. Fig. 3 shows a metastatic thyroid cancer with the wash-out DCE pattern, and Fig. 4 shows a metastatic breast cancer with the plateau DCE pattern.
DCE characteristic/pharmacokinetic parameters
The characteristic DCE parameters and the pharmacokinetic parameters in the myeloma and the metastatic cancer groups are summarized in Table 1 . Compared to the metastatic cancer group, the myeloma group has a higher peak signal enhancement (peak SE% = 226% ± 72% vs. 165% ± 60%, P = .044) and a faster wash-in SE% between two adjacent time points during the ascending phase (steepest wash-in SE% = 169% ± 51% vs. 111% ± 41%, P = .01). The K trans and k ep obtained from the pharmacokinetic modeling analysis showed consistent results. The transfer constant K trans was significantly higher in the myeloma group compared to the metastatic cancer group (0.114 ± 0.036 vs. 0.077 ± 0.028 1/min, P = .016). The parameter K trans is related to the wash-in phase, and its higher value in the myeloma group is consistent with a higher peak SE% and a higher wash-in SE%. The rate constant k ep was also significantly higher in the myeloma group compared to the metastatic cancer group (0.88 ± 0.26 vs. 0.49 ± 0.23 1/min, P = .002). The parameter k ep is related to the wash-out phase, and its higher value in the myeloma group is consistent with more cases showing the wash-out pattern and the higher wash-out SE%.
ROC analysis
The ROC analysis was performed to differentiate between the myeloma and metastatic cancer groups. The area under the curve (D) The DCE kinetics show rapid wash-in with a peak at 45 s, followed by wash-out. The peak SE% = 139%, steepest wash-in SE% = 77% and wash-out SE% = 54%. From pharmacokinetic analysis, the fitted K trans = 0.073/min and k ep = 0.90/min. (AUC) was calculated as 0.737 for peak SE%, 0.803 for the steepest wash-in SE%, 0.798 for K trans and 0.864 for k ep . Since only 12 cases out of the 22 metastatic cancers had the wash-out SE%, the ROC analysis was not performed for this parameter. It can be seen that, among all analyzed parameters, k ep has the highest AUC and the peak SE% has the lowest AUC. When K trans and k ep were combined, the AUC further increased to 0.919, as shown in Fig. 5 . However, when all four parameters were combined, the AUC was only 0.909.
DCE parameters in metastatic tumors of different primary
The metastatic cancer group is heterogeneous, comprised of several different primary cancer types, including seven lung cancers, five thyroid cancers, four liver cancers, three breast cancers, two kidney cancers, and one prostate cancer. The characteristic DCE parameters and the fitted pharmacokinetic parameters in the different primary cancer subgroups are summarized in Table 2 . The numbers of cases showing wash-out, plateau and the persistent enhancing pattern are indicated. There are no significant differences among these subgroups.
Discussion
Spinal myeloma and metastatic tumors both affect bone marrow and have similar morphological imaging presentations in conventional pre-and post-Gd MRI, thus making them difficult to differentiate [1] . In general, it is difficult to differentiate between benign and malignant musculoskeletal lesions in the spine and even more difficult to predict the type of malignant tumors [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . All patients analyzed in this study presented similar symptoms of pain, which were suspected to come from compression of the spinal cord due to the presence of lesions. As shown in the illustrated cases, the imaging features of precontrast T1WI and T2WI and postcontrast T1WI are similar. Osteolytic destruction and soft tissue mass showing heterogeneous enhancements are the most common imaging features, which cannot be used to differentiate between myeloma and metastatic cancer. As the treatment options and the overall management for these two diseases are different, a correct diagnosis based on imaging will be very helpful for choosing the most suitable subsequent procedures. For myeloma, radiation therapy and chemotherapy are the main treatment options; for metastatic cancer, the patient may need additional workup to identify the primary cancer and the extent of metastasis for choosing the optimal treatment strategy (which may include surgery, radiation and chemotherapy).
Tumors require angiogenesis to grow and invade. Angiogenic vessels are distributed abnormally, having uneven diameters and wider endothelial junctions (leakier vessels). The enhancement time course measured by DCE-MRI can be used to evaluate these vascular properties for the diagnosis of diseased vertebrae [28] . In this study, multislice and multiphase DCE-MRI was acquired using the FLASH 3D VIBE sequence, which can cover an abnormal region with an inplane spatial resolution of 1.3 × 1.0 mm, slice thickness of 3 mm and temporal resolution of 10-14 s. Despite the very short imaging time, the spatial resolution and image quality of the VIBE sequence are sufficient for the evaluation of anatomic features and selection of strongly enhanced tissues for further analysis.
The VEGF is the most studied angiogenesis stimulating factor and has been shown to be an important factor in the progression of hematological tumor infiltration into normal bone marrow [29, 30] . Microvessel density is a common index used to assess the degree of angiogenesis. In myeloma patients, a higher microvessel density has been shown to correlate with higher tumor grade, worse prognosis and shorter survival [31, 32] . Contrast-enhanced MRI can be used to evaluate the infiltration pattern and provide very important diagnostic/prognostic information [9] and has been recommended as a supplement for the clinical staging of multiple myeloma [33] . Several DCE-MRI studies using the heuristic or a simple pharmacokinetic model have also shown that the imaging results are correlated to clinical and pathological findings and the patient's survival [15] [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, MRI can provide very useful information for myeloma patients.
DCE-MRI is the standard protocol used for the diagnosis of breast and prostate cancer by MRI [21, 22] . It has been widely used for evaluating many other types of cancers, but there has been no report yet for differentiating between myeloma and metastatic spinal lesions. In this study, we found that myeloma and metastatic cancers have significantly different DCE kinetics using the evaluation of curve patterns, heuristic analysis of DCE characteristic parameters or a more sophisticated pharmacokinetic modeling analysis. Overall, the myeloma group showed a more aggressive type of DCE kinetics compared to the metastatic cancer group. All nine myeloma cases showed the wash-out DCE pattern, which is associated with a high vascular volume and a high vascular permeability. This pattern may also be associated with a high cellular density, which limits the distribution of contrast agents into the extravascular-extracellular space. From histological examination, spinal myeloma shows high cellular density with little interstitial space. Therefore, contrast agents can quickly fill up this limited space then rapidly diffuse back to the bloodstream for clearance.
In contrast, the DCE pattern for the metastatic cancer group is more diverse. Of the 22 tumors, 12 showed the wash-out pattern, 7 showed the plateau pattern, and 3 showed the persistent enhancing pattern. The histopathological presentation of metastatic cancer can vary substantially and show diverse vascular and cellular characteristics. Compared to the wash-out DCE pattern, the plateau or the persistent enhancement DCE pattern may indicate a lower vascular volume (supplying less contrast agents), a lower vascular permeability and/or a higher interstitial space for contrast agents to diffuse All presented data are group mean ± standard deviation. far away from the vessel (i.e., a lower cellular density). We also analyzed the metastatic cancers originating from different types of primary cancer, as shown in Table 2 , but did not find significant differences among the different subtypes. Heuristic analysis of the DCE time course is commonly used to obtain semiquantitative characteristic parameters for further comparison. We analyzed the peak enhancement and the steepest washin and wash-out percent enhancements. Compared to the metastatic cancer group, the myeloma group has a higher maximum enhancement (peak SE%) and a faster wash-in SE%, indicating a larger quantity and faster uptake of the contrast agent supplied by a higher vascular volume or perfusion.
Pharmacokinetic model fitting was used to obtain the parameters K trans and k ep . We used the blood kinetics used in the commercial software Tissue 4D, which was based on the blood curve published by Parker et al. [27] . By choosing the same blood parameters as those used in this commercial software, our results can be easily compared to others analyzed using this program. Consistent with the percent enhancement, the myeloma group has a significantly higher K trans and k ep compared to the metastatic cancer group. In the ROC analysis, k ep has the highest AUC of 0.864. The AUCs of K trans and the steepest wash-in SE% were close at around 0.8, while the AUC of the peak SE% was lower at 0.737. The DCE curve is dependent on the blood flow, the permeability and surface area of the vessels, and the distribution volume of the extravascular-extracellular space [24, 25] . Depending on the transport regime of the contrast agent (which can be flow limited, permeability limited or mixed), different factors may explain the higher K trans and k ep observed in the myeloma group [26] .
One limitation of this study is the assumption of an identical precontrast T1 value for all lesions. These lesions have a similar appearance on pre-and postcontrast T1-weighted images and thus likely have similar T1 values. However, tumors are very heterogeneous, and without actually measuring the T1 values, we cannot assess its actual impact on the derived pharmacokinetic parameters K trans and k ep . Nonetheless, we analyzed the DCE characteristic parameters directly from the signal intensity time course without using the T1 values and obtained results that were similar to the pharmacokinetic analysis results. These consistent findings suggest that assuming an identical T1 value for all lesions is reasonable. In the ROC analysis of the DCE characteristic parameters, we did not include the wash-out SE% due to a high portion of inapplicable data from the metastatic group. Of the 22 lesions, 7 had plateau and 3 had persistent DCE kinetic patterns, both with no wash-out SE%. By selecting two fixed time frames (e.g., the third and the last time points after contrast injection), the enhancement difference can be calculated and used as a parameter. This is a method used in commercial computer-aided diagnosis software for DCE, where the wash-out pattern will show a positive slope, the plateau pattern will have close to a zero slope and the persistent enhancing pattern will show a negative washout slope. However, since the peak enhancement is not consid-ered, the slopes calculated using a fixed frame may not represent the true wash-out. By using the pharmacokinetic analysis, k ep can be derived in all cases. As shown in this work, this parameter has the highest predictive value in the ROC analysis. Lastly, we applied a manual ROI-based method, which only analyzes one enhancement time course based on the mean signal intensity within the selected ROI. By using a pixel-by-pixel analysis, the heterogeneity within a lesion can be further analyzed to obtain additional information. However, this requires more sophisticated image processing procedures.
In summary, we have shown that DCE-MRI can provide additional information that cannot be obtained using the conventional MRI protocol to differentiate between myelomas and metastatic cancers. More cases in a larger study need to be analyzed to evaluate the diagnostic value of DCE-MRI for spinal lesions, as well as to build the diagnostic classifier and determine the optimal cutoff values of the quantitative parameters to achieve optimized sensitivity and specificity. 
